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Naturalness Paradigm Under Pressure

AdS/CFT
warped extra dimension 

(RS setup)

Naturalness “typically” implies new colored top partners

Supersymmetry: 
stop

Composite Higgs: 
Fermionic  top partners 
(partial compositeness) 

not too many theoretical frameworks;  

two major ones

Higgs is a fundamental scalar, 
just like many other  

SUSY partners

Higgs is a composite resonance, 
just like many composite 

resonances in the theory of  
strong dynamics

~TeV scale to cut off the top contribution to the Higgs potential
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No Resonance, No New Physics? Naturalness?
 New Physics may appear solely as a continuum

- If the new strong dynamics responsible for furnishing a composite 
Higgs is near a quantum critical point, the composite spectrum may 
effectively consist of a continuum with a mass gap.

-  In this scenario, poles corresponding to the composite top 
partner (and vector meson) excitations have merged into a 
branch cut in the scattering amplitude.
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What is the nature of electroweak phase transition? 

 Does the underlying theory also have a QPT? 

If so, is it more interesting than mean-field theory?
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AdS5 field

AdS/CFT



Witten, Klebanov 99’

AdS/CFT



❖ Randall Sundrum 2 (only UV brane and bulk): cuts from 0  (CFT)
❖ RS1: putting IR cutoff at TeV
❖ New type of IR cutoff (soft wall) gives rise to a different phenomenology

dilaton

broken CFT

IR brane is replaced 
by curvature singularity, 
at which metric vanishes

z Karch, Katz, Son, Stephaniv 06`
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broken CFT by IR cutoff

� =
⇣µz
R

⌘2



soft wall (AdS/QCD)

EOM:

 “Schrödinger Eqn”.:

 => continuum begins at: 

! 1 (infinite well)         =>  KK towers

5D UnHiggs: Falkowski, Perez-Victoria ’08 
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soft wall (AdS/QCD)

EOM:

 “Schrödinger Eqn”.:

 => continuum begins at: 

! 1 (infinite well)         =>  KK towers

5D UnHiggs: Falkowski, Perez-Victoria ’08 

⌫ ! 1

⌫ ! 1

linear dilaton:  
around UV, vanishing, 
only effect on IR and below



SM:

❖ At a QPT the approximate scale invariant theory is characterized by the scaling 
dimension Δ of the gauge invariant operators.

❖ In such theories, in addition to the pole (Higgs), there can also be a higgs 
continuum, representing additional states associated with the dynamics 
underlying the QPT 

❖ We want to present a general class of theories describing a higgs field near a 
non-mean-field QPT.

The Quantum Critical higgs



Quantum Critical Higgs (Generalized Free Fields)

 5D model:

Soft wall terminates CFT with continuum, not set of KK modes

With the discovery of Higgs, 
we need a pole (125 GeV) 
and a gap to BSM continuum

Bellazzini, Csaki, Hubisz, SL, Serra, Terning
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The bulk to brane propagator is then given by

❖ SO(4) global symmetry is gauged in the 5D bulk 

=> reduce to the previous propagator in the limit pR <<1 :
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Generalized Free Fields via AdS/CFT

Soft wall terminates CFT with continuum, not set of KK modes



The bulk to brane propagator is then given by

❖ SO(4) global symmetry is gauged in the 5D bulk 

=> reduce to the previous propagator in the limit pR <<1 :

obtain such propagator from  a calculable model of this sort based on a Banks-Zaks fixed point in a 
supersymmetric QCD theory: Csaki, SL (work in porgress)

Cacciapaglia, Marandella and Terning 08’
Falkowski and Perez-Victoria 08’
Bellazzini, Csaki, Hubisz, SL, Serra, Terning 15’

Generalized Free Fields via AdS/CFT
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Probing Naturalness by the Tail of the Off-shell Higgs 
via VL VL mode SL, Park, Qian; to appear soon 

for the longitudinal mode, exact cancellation of the logarithmic
divergence between

unitarity:



Probing Naturalness by the Tail of the Off-shell Higgs 
via Tagging with angular observables SL, Park, Qian

c.f.



Probing Naturalness by the Tail of the Off-shell Higgs 
via Polarization Tagging SL, Park, Qian



❖ Double Higgs production

gauge1 = box + triangle (negative interference)
gauge2 = box (largest contribution)

Direct Signals (double Higgs)



❖ Double Higgs production
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probe the higher n-point correlators of the CFT.
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❖ Form factors for trilinear Higgs self coupling

Direct Signals (double Higgs)



❖ Double Higgs production
dashed lines correspond to the case where only the Higgs two-point function has 
non-trivial  behavior inherited from a sector with strong dynamics.

Direct Signals (double Higgs)



Quantum Critical Higgs



A Natural Quantum Critical Higgs: 5D linear dilaton

UV

AdS

IR

light

SM


particles

W,Z,   ,g 
tR

deep IR

tL

IR-localized Higgs  
Potential

Csaki, SL, Lombardo, work in progress

linear dilaton
�(z) = µ(z �R)

aS(z) =
�
R
z

�

Higgs

usual GW mechanism to stabilize 
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A Natural Quantum Critical Higgs: 5D linear dilaton
Higgs arises from CFT with a domain wall (IR brane)

UV

AdS

IR

light

SM


particles

W,Z,   ,g 
tR

deep IR

tL

IR-localized Higgs  
Potential

taking a pole (physical Higgs) out of CFT 
=> arises as a composite bound state of CFT

Csaki, SL, Lombardo, work in progress

linear dilaton
�(z) = µ(z �R)

aS(z) =
�
R
z

�

Higgs

usual GW mechanism to stabilize 



UV IR

light

SM


particles

PNGB Higgs 


SO(4) X U(1)XSO(5)  X U(1)XSU(2) X U(1)Y

3rd generation, 

top partners

W,Z, �, g

deep IR

SU(3)c X SO(4)  X U(1)X

 bulk gauge symmetry 
broken down to

A “more” Natural model: Linear Dilaton

theory gets closed to a fixed point, but then gets a mass gap

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem
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3rd generation, 

top partners

W,Z, �, g

deep IR

SU(3)c X SO(4)  X U(1)X

 bulk gauge symmetry 
broken down to

 PNGB Higgs: Wilson line with A5  (BC on IR brane)
A “more” Natural model: Linear Dilaton

theory gets closed to a fixed point, but then gets a mass gap

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem
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tR
GB’s

EWSB

- KK gluon / colored ρc

New Physics is hidden in the tail region!!

Continuum Naturalness?



 New Physics (e.g. Top partner) appear solely as a continuum
- KK gluon / colored octet example: running of strong coupling

e.g. CMS bound:

µg > 600� 700 GeV

Continuum Naturalness?
Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem



 MCHM (Agashe, Contino, Pomarol)  =>  continuum version
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- elementary fields which mix with the composite operators and the 
form factors:
-  2-point function <tt> is given by

 Källén-Lehmann

Continuum Top Partners (4D CFT  picture)
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Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem; to appear soon

- elementary fields which mix with the composite operators and the 
form factors:
-  2-point function <tt> is given by

 Källén-Lehmann

-  gauge invariant way:

-  non-local effective action:

Continuum Top Partners (4D CFT  picture)



Continuum States

 To describe the continuum (for example Weyl fermions)

 G proportional to the 2-point function

 Poles correspond to particles, branch cuts to continuum. 

Characterized information written in terms of spectral density    

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem



Continuum with mass gap
 Fermion EOM’s in this background can be solved exactly

 Fermion Lagrangian in “string frame”

 Kinetic term conventional

 Go to Einstein frame to see physics best

 Effective mass parameter

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem

bulk Yukawa coupling between the dilaton and the bulk fermion



 5D holographic model with a linear dilaton

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem
Continuum Top Partners



 5D holographic model with a linear dilaton

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem
Continuum Top Partners

-  profile of continuum depends on the scaling dimension of the fields



A Realistic Model
 Need the usual Composite Higgs setup in addition

 Bulk gauge group
breaking on IR brane via BCs

 On UV brane, 

 Wilson line for Higgs: 

(No other physical Wilson line beyond IR brane)

 Bulk fermions



A Realistic Model

 To generate Yukawa couplings, need localized mass terms

 A realistic benchmark point

 All SM parameters correctly reproduced with top slightly a bit light

 Choose safe point where gauge cont. at 1 TeV, fermion at 1.75 TeV



A Realistic Model

 To generate Yukawa couplings, need localized mass terms

 A realistic benchmark point

 All SM parameters correctly reproduced with top slightly a bit light

 Choose safe point where gauge cont. at 1 TeV, fermion at 1.75 TeV

mass dependent 5D profile



Fermionic Spectrum
 Fermion spectral densities. 3rd generation all very broad

 Exotic top partners- model dependent, could be probed as resonance at 100TeV collider



 Higgs Potential:
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Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem; to appear soon
Continuum Top Partners

➜ 1% tuning 

c.f.: with the same set up, usual 
composite Higgs model has 

0.1% tuning



 Higgs Potential:

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem; to appear soon
Continuum Top Partners



Summary

 Searches at the LHC have placed the naturalness paradigm under 

pressure

 The new continuum states in this scenario cannot be described as 

Breit-Wigner resonances, drastically changing their LHC pheno

 We provided a natural model (continuum composite Higgs model), 

where top and gauge partners could be continuum states from the strong 
dynamics of confinement

 Naturalness is improved compared to the case with usual resonance 

type of top partners for the same confinement scale of strong dynamics



Summary
courtesy of C. Csaki



Hvala vam !


